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Abstract: This paper argues that Habermas's 
conception of the rationality of moral and 
legal discussions has import for argumenta
tion theorists interested in the rationality of 
public deliberations in politics and law. I 
begin with a survey of Haber mas's discourse 
theory and his criteria of rationality for 
moral and legal discourse. I then explain 
why, in his view, the forms of rational dis
course in morality and law complement each 
other. My aim is to show how Habermas's 
account of this complementary relationship 
opens up fruitful perspectives for argumen
tation theory. Specifically, his thought can 
stimulate research regarding, on the one 
hand, the ways in which legal procedures 
provide for presumptively rational resolu
tions of moral disputes and, on the other 
hand, the applicability of ideal argumenta
tion-theoretic models to the legal field. I 
conclude with a proposal for integrating 
Habermas's ideas in a research program for 
legal argumentation. 

Resume: La conception de la rationalite 
des discussions morales et legales 
d 'Habermas a des consequences tMoriques 
pour ceux qui s'interessent a la rationalite 
des decisions publiques, politiques et legales. 
Je commence avec un resume de la tMorie 
du discours d'Habermas et ses criteres de 
rationalite dans Ie discours moral et legal. 
Ensuite j'explique pourquoi, selon 
Habermas, les formes de discours rationnels 
sont comph!mentaires. Mon but est de 
montrer comment I'explication de cette 
complementarite par Habermas ouvre a des 
nouvelles perspectives pour la theorie de 
I' argumentation. Sa pensee peut faire evoluer 
notre comprehension des procedes legaux 
qui visent a resoudre rationnellement des 
disputes morales. De plus, on peut faire 
appel aux idees d 'Habermas dans 
I'application des modele:> theoriques de 
I' argumentation au champ legal. Je conclus 
en proposant une fa~on specifique d' integrer 
la tMorie d'Habermas dans un programme 
de recherche pour I' argumentation legale. 
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1. Introduction 

Argumentation theorists have always been interested in the relation between legal 
discourse and ideal models of rational discussion. Authors such as Perelman and 
Olbrechts-Tyteca (1958) and Toulmin (1958) have illustrated one side of this 
relation by presenting the law as an example of a rational enterprise that can 
function as a model for rational discussion in the moral sphere. The other side
namely, how general ideals of rational argumentation can function as a critical 
instrument for assessing the quality of argumentation in the legal sphere-has 
scarcely been investigated. 

The German philosopher Jlirgen Habermas (1988, 1990, 1996) has explored 
both sides of the relation between the rationality of legal discourse and the ration-
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ality of discourse in everyday life. In his view, these forms of rationality are com
plementary: on the one hand, legal procedures can promote the rational quality 
of legal discourse on moral issues in relation to the idealized requirements of ra
tional discussion; on the other hand, these idealized requirements should function 
as a standard for the rationality oflegal procedures. As I hope to show, Habermas's 
discourse theory of law, and particularly his philosophical account of the comple
mentary relationship between law and rational discourse, opens up interesting per
spectives for research in argumentation theory. However, much work remains to 
be done at the level of detailed analysis of legal discussions and argumentative 
texts. How exactly do legal procedures provide for presumptively rational resolu
tions of moral disputes? How do we apply ideal models developed in argumenta
tion theory to the legal field? To address such questions, Habermas's model, as it 
presently stands, requires supplementation. For this I look to the pragma-dialecti
cal model as a source of further ideas for a research program in legal argumenta
tion. More specifically, I describe how one might extend Habermas's initiatives by 
distinguishing and elaborating philosophical, theoretical, analytical, empirical, and 
pragmatic components. 

Although Habermas's work on the rationality of moral and legal discourse is 
familiar to many philosophers, argumentation theorists tend to be less acquainted 
with his thought. I thus start, in section 2, by sketching his general discourse 
theory, the ideal of rational consensus, and the necessity of institutionalizing ra
tional discourses in institutional settings such as the law. Of necessity, I concen
trate on those aspects that are relevant for argumentation theory, leaving aside the 
philosophical implications of Habermas's approach. I In section 3, I explore in 
detail the complementary relation between moral-practical discourse and legal dis
course. I then proceed, in section 4, to situate Habermas' s theory of rational legal 
argumentation in the context of a research program in the study of argumentation; 
we will then be in a position to discern the possible contributions his theory might 
make to the study of legal argumentation. What are the argumentation-theoretic 
implications of taking legal discourse as a necessary complement of rational moral 
discussion? Or of insisting that ideal models developed in argumentation theory 
can function as critical tools for legal discourse? 

2. Habermas's discourse theory and the discourse principle cf rational 
consensus 

In his Theory of Communicative Action (1984/1987), Habermas develops a dis
course theory that elaborates the rational-discursive elements implicit in social 
interaction as a form of verbal communication. His analysis depends on the core 
thesis that such communication involves the exchange of speech acts, through 
which social actors try to coordinate action by linguistic means. On this view, 
communicative action depends on the use of language as oriented to mutual under
standing. Consequently, only speech acts that are verbally expressed and aimed at 
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mutual understanding can have a function in a rational discussion aimed at rational 
consensus. His Moral Consciousness and Communicative Action (1990) further 
specifies the requirements of rational moral-practical discussions aimed at rational 
consensus.2 In this section, I first describe Habermas's ideas about the require
ments of a rational consensus developed in his discourse theory (2.1) and then go 
on to address the relation between the rationality of moral and legal discourse 
(2.2). 

2.1 The theory of rational practical discourse and the communicative character 
of the rational acceptability of moral claims 

To characterize the various ways in which social actors can argue about claims in 
a rational discussion, Habermas distinguishes the ways in which people can argue 
about speech acts. When people exchange information, they presuppose that they 
meet the normal conditions of verbal communication. Normally, such assump
tions, in Habermas's terms "claims to validity", are not made the subject of discus
sion, but information is exchanged against a shared background. The accepted 
norms for communication are the starting points that form the basis of this com
mon background.} 

If a claim to validity is questioned, the interlocutors can try to restore the 
consensus by opening a discussion or discourse (Diskurs) in which they try to 
reach a rational agreement about the acceptability of the claim on the basis of 
arguments. Habermas conceives argumentation as a dialogical process by means 
of which a proponent tries to convince the opponent of the acceptability of the 
validity claim. In his view, putting forward a validity claim presupposes an obliga
tion to justify this claim if asked to do so. If the issue concerns a practical mat
ter---one that involves a concrete course of action, general norm, or evaluation 
rather than a question of empirical truth-then the interlocutors engage in a prac
tical discourse with the aim of reaching consensus on the question of whether the 
relevant normative or evaluative validity claim isjustified. 

Thus a central question of Habermas's discourse theory is how one can ration
ally justify moral commands, norms of action, ethical evaluations and the like 
through practical discussion. Starting from the perspective of communicative ra
tionality, he develops a theory in which the rational acceptability of validity claims 
(e.g., moral commands, norms of action) depends on the way social actors coor
dinate their action by reaching agreement on the claim at issue. 

The bulk of Habermas's efforts to articulate standards for practical discourse 
have focused on practical discourses concerned with the justification of norms 
(whether the norm is moral, institutional, legal, etc.). The various forms of such 
discourses of justification are subject to the following abstract discourse principle 
(D), which states the general requirement for the validity, or rational justification, 
of a norm in general: 
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(D) Only those norms can claim to be valid that meet (or could meet) with the 
approval of all affected in their capacity as participants in a practical 
discourse (Habermas, 1990, 66; 1996, 107). 

For moral discourses of justification, this general procedural principle is supple
mented, or further specified, by a moral universalizability principle (U): 

(U) All affected can accept the consequences and the side effects [the norm's] 
general observance can be anticipated to have for the satisfaction of eve
ryone's interests (and these consequences are preferred to those of known 
alternative possibilities for regulation) (Habermas, 1990, 65) 

In order to be valid, every moral norm that claims rational acceptability has to 
fulfill this condition. Thus (U) functions as a rule of moral argumentation that 
makes agreement in practical discourses possible whenever matters of concern to 
all are open to regulation in the equal interest of everyone. 4 As a rule of argumen
tation or a logic for producing good reasons, (U) belongs to the logic of practical 
discourses. 

Habermas emphasizes that (U) presupposes a communicative context in which 
social actors need to coordinate their actions by discussing normative validity 
claims in everyday life. The problems arising in such a context cannot be handled 
monologically, but require collective reasoning: "By entering into a process of 
moral argumentation, the participants continue their communicative action in a 
reflexive attitude with the aim of restoring a consensus that has been disrupted. 
Moral argumentation thus serves to settle conflicts of action by consensual means" 
(Habermas 1990, 67). Actors can repair a disrupted consensus in two ways. They 
can either restore the intersubjective recognition of a validity claim that has be
come controversial, or they can arrive at an intersubjective recognition of a new 
validity claim that replaces the old one. In both situations the participants strive to 
reach an intersubjective understanding that is based on the fact that they are col
lectively convinced of the acceptability of the claim. 

Participation in a practical discourse in accordance with (D) implies various 
presuppositions on various levels. Habermas (1990, 87ff.) distinguishes three lev
els of presuppositions of argumentation: the logical level of products, the dialec
ficallevel of procedures, and the rhetorical level of processes. 

The presuppositions on the logical-semanfical level concern the rules of a 
"minimal logic" and the consistency requirements proposed by Hare and others. 
These presuppositions have no ethical content. Drawing on Robert Alexy's analy
sis,S Habermas provides examples of such logical rules as: 

(1.1) No speaker may contradict himself. 

(1.2) Every speaker who applies predicate F to object A must be prepared to 
apply F to all other objects resembling A in all relvant respects. 

(1.3) Different speakers may not use the same expression with different mean
ings. 

On the procedural level, argumentation involves a process in which propo
nents and opponents, relieved of the pressures of action and having adopted a 
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hypothetical attitude toward the contested claim, strive to reach an understanding. 
This level is defined by those pragmatic presuppositions "necessary for a search 
for truth organized in the form of a competition" (Habermas, 1990, 87). Again he 
cites some examples from Alexy: 

(2.1) Every speaker may assert only what he really believes 

(2.2) A person who disputes a proposition or norm not under discussion must 
provide a reason for wanting to do so (ibid., 88). 

Habermas considers rules such as those above as presuppositions of an unre
strained competition for better arguments. In his view, taking this approach to 
moral norms means rejecting traditional ethical philosophies insofar as these pre
serve a dogmatic core of fundamental convictions from all criticism. 

On the rhetorical process level, argumentation involves a process of communi
cation aimed at reaching rationally motivated agreement. For this level, Habermas 
spells out the requirements of a speech situation immune to repression and in
equality-thus a form of communication that approximates ideal conditions. These 
presuppositions (which he originally described as the presuppositions of an "ideal 
speech situation") specify "the general symmetry conditions that every competent 
speaker who believes he is engaging in argumentation must presuppose as ad
equately fulfilled" (ibid.). Again, the formulations come from Alexy: 

(3.1) Every subject with the competence to speak and act is allowed to take part 
in a discourse. 

(3.2) (a) Everyone is allowed to question any assertion whatever. 

(b) Everyone is allowed to introduce any assertion whatever into discourse. 

(c) Everyone is allowed to express his attitudes, desires, and needs. 

(3.3) No speaker may be prevented, by internal or external coercion, from exer-
cising his rights laid down in (3.1) and (3.2) (ibid., 89). 

Habermas (ibid., 90) considers these conditions as more than a potentially ques
tion-begging definition in favor of an ideal form of communication. Rather, they 
articulate the inescapable presuppositions of every form of rational practical dis
course. Anyone who seriously engages in discourse as a process of rational argu
mentation aims to convince an opponent of the acceptability of a problematic 
validity claim by producing arguments in a practical discussion that satisfies the 
aforementioned pragmatic presuppositions. 

To be sure, real discussions can, at most, approximate these conditions. How
ever, the ideal of communicative rationality is not a mere theoretical construction 
or a utopian ideal. According to Habermas, the ideal of communicative rationality 
is presupposed in every discussion in which the participants try to convince each 
other with arguments. Furthermore, the ideal functions as a critical instrument for 
evaluating discussions conducted in everyday life. 
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2.2 The relation between rational moral discourse and rational discourse in 
legal settings 

Habennas (1990, 92) maintains that discourses take place in particular social con
texts and are subject to the limitations of time and space. The participants are real 
human beings driven by other motives in addition to the single pennissible motive 
of the search for truth. Topics and contributions have to be organized. The open
ing, conclusion, and re-opening of discussions must be arranged. Because of all 
these factors, institutional measures are needed to sufficiently neutralize empirical 
limitations and avoidable internal and external interference so that the idealized 
conditions always presupposed by the participants can at least be adequately ap
proximated. 

As a result, the analysis of real discourse is a complicated affair. If argumenta
tion focuses exclusively on the justification of moral nonns, then according to 
Habennas (ibid., 86, 92f.) the idealized pragmatic presuppositions imply the moral 
principle (U). But real discourse, particularly in legal-political domains, is not so 
pure, even when the issue is primarily a moral one. For one, the outcome is typi
cally some legal nonn or decision binding on a particular group omf citizens, with 
their own particular history and values. Thus Habennas (1996) is of the opinion 
that meeting the requirements of moral justification is not a sufficient condition for 
a rational outcome of legal discourses. Outcomes should also cohere with the 
existing legal order-its structure and decision-making procedures-as well as 
with various ethical-political and pragmatic standards that form part of the self
understanding and capabilities of a particular society.!> As Habennas (1996, 233-
237; 1988, 41-47) argues, the law is not subordinate to morality, and therefore 
legal discourse is not subordinate to moral discourse but is rather intertwined with 
it 7 Although legal procedures limit and enable moral argumentation in various ways, 
legal discourse is not a subset of moral discourse per se, but rather implements the 
broader discourse principle (D) for various legal-political contexts (Habennas 1988, 
247; 1996,230-37). 

These complications must be kept in mind when we speak of law as institu
tionalizing moral discourse. Strictly speaking, legal discourse focuses on the justi
fication of legal outcomes, not moral nonns (Habennas 1996, 233f.). Moral con
siderations per se become relevant in legal discourse primarily insofar as legal 
outcomes (including the setting of policy goals) are supposed to satisfy standards 
of justice and impartiality (Habermas, 1988, 241 ff.). Moreover, to the extent that 
legal discourse must address the moral acceptability of legal norms and deci
sions-and so must open up the space for moral argumentation-we can speak of 
legal discourses as a specific institutionalization of moral discourse (see Habermas 
1988, 247). 

Note that the need to institutionalize practical discourse in, for example, parlia
mentary debate and legal procedure "does not contradict the partly counterfactual 
content of the presuppositions of discourse": 
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On the contrary, attempts at institutionalization are subject in turn to norma
tive conceptions and their goal, which spring spontaneously from our intui
tive grasp of what argumentation is. This assertion can be verified empiri
cally by studying the authorizations, exemptions, and procedural rules that 
have been used to institutionalize theoretical discourse in science or practi
cal discourse in parliamentary activity (Habermas 1990,92). 

With respect to the institutionalization of practical discourse it is important to 
distinguish idealized rules of discourse (such as those illustrated in the previous 
section) from "conventions serving the institutionalization of discourses, conven
tions that help to actualize the ideal content of the presuppositions of argumenta
tion under empirical conditions" (ibid.). 

This institutionalization of discourse raises the question of how we should 
regard the rationality or legitimacy of the law and legal processes. Insofar as the 
law institutionalizes moral discourse, in what respects can legal processes still be 
considered rational, and what are the implications for the legitimacy of law? 
Habermas tries to solve the problem of the legitimacy of law by approaching the 
question of the justification of legal outcomes from the perspective of the commu
nicative rationality of moral-practical discourse. He holds that the relation between 
law and communicative rationality is a complementary relationship that works in 
two directions. 

On the one hand, law institutionalizes moral discourse as a form of conflict 
resolution within a polity as a legal community, thus complementing the limitations 
of everyday moral discourse with an impartial procedure for the decisive resolu
tion of legal disputes. On the other hand, because the ideal of a rational discussion 
offers a critical instrument for testing the adequacy of decision-making in consti
tutional democracies, communicative rationality functions as a methodical tool for 
determining the legitimacy oflaw. 

For argumentation theory, this complementary relation promises an interesting 
set of perspectives, suggesting that research into institutionalized forms of argu
mentation such as legal argumentation can be approached from two directions. On 
the one hand, we can ask how moral-practical discourses are supplemented by 
specific procedures and rules that promote a rational result; on the other hand, we 
can ask how general theories of argumentation can be used to criticize real proc
esses of political and legal decision-making from the perspective of a rational 
discussion. In the following section I will establish what this complementary rela
tion exactly amounts to. 

3. The complementary relation between legal discourse and communi
cative idealizations 

As we have seen, by considering moral and legal discourses as complementary, 
Habermas tries to explain the fact that on the one hand, institutionalized forms of 
discourse such as legal discourse are necessary to supplement everyday moral 
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discourse and, on the other, legal discourse should adhere to the requirements 
underlying rational moral discourse. In this section, I describe what this comple
mentary relation exactly amounts to for legal discourse. 

Before discussing Habermas's complementarity thesis, it is important to situate 
his position with respect to other approaches to the law-morality relation. We can 
then appreciate his redefinition of legal validity. I thus begin by contrasting 
Habermas's view with those of Max Weber and Robert Alexy (3.1). I then take up 
the two sides of the complementarity thesis: Habermas's account oflaw as institu
tionalizing rational discussion on matters of public concern (3.2), and the dis
course principle as a critical standard for legal discourse (3.3). 

3.1 Law, morality, and the relation between legal discourse and moral discourse 

In approaching the rationality of law from the perspective of discourse theory, 
Habermas redefines the validity of law in terms of discursive justification: valid 
legal norms must be rationally acceptable in the sense defined by the principle of 
rational discourse (D) and, insofar as justice issues are at stake, by the moral 
principle of universalizability (U). Thus he rejects the legal positivism that sepa
rates law and morality as two unrelated spheres. On a positivist account, the 
rationality of law depends not on moral criteria but simply on specifically legal 
criteria. 

Habermas criticizes Weber (1964,2:160 ff) for taking a positivist approach, 
that is, for holding that the rationality of law depends on whether laws are enacted 
in accordance with legally institutionalized procedures. In Weber's view, any fu
sion of law and morality threatens the rationality of law and thus the legitimacy 
basis oflegal authority. In opposition to Weber's positivism, Habermas opts for an 
account that integrates formal-procedural and substantive modes of rationality
such that both the formal and the substantive aspects oflaw have an implicit moral 
dimension. On this view, legality derives its legitimacy from a procedural rational
ity that is based on the idea that legal processes should yield impartial solutions that 
can claim validity for all concerned. This form of rationality consists of an inter
locking of moral-practical and institutional legal discourse: processes of moral
practical argumentation are institutionalized by means oflegal procedures (Habermas, 
1988, 220, 228). 

Following H. L. A. Hart (1958; 1961) and others, Habermas contends that the 
law consists of substantive or "primary" norms on the one hand and, on the other 
hand, procedural or "secondary" norms that serve to institutionalize processes of 
legislation, adjudication, and administration. These secondary norms institutional
ize legal discourse, which operates "not only under the external constraints of legal 
procedure but also under the internal constraints of a logic of argumentation for 
producing good reasons" (Habermas, 1988, 229). 

From this perspective, legal discourse must meet the conditions of communi
cative rationality for discourse in general; therefore legal discourse is related to 
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moral discourse. As already noted, law is not subordinate to morality but rather 
constitutes a specific institutionalization of morality defined by legal rules and 
procedures. But the moral principle becomes relevant for legal discourse insofar 
as such discourse involves moral reasons: legal discourse, although it is bound to 
existing law, cannot fully encapsulate itself within a closed universe of fixed legal 
rules. Modern law consists of both legal rules and general legal principles. As 
Habermas notes, "many of these principles are both legal and moral", as for exam
ple in constitutional law, where we find moral principles of natural law reproduced 
as positive law. From the perspective of a logic of argumentation, then, "the modes 
of justification institutionalized in legal processes and proceedings remain open to 
moral discourse". 8 

On Habermas's approach, both moral and legal discourses are subject to crite
ria of discursive rationality captured in the discourse principle (D). In taking this 
view, he (1996, 229ff.) opposes Alexy's (1989, 212-20) thesis that legal discourse 
can be considered to be a "special case" or subset of moral discourse. Habermas 
directs his criticism especially at Alexy's view that the rules of discourse are not 
selective enough to necessitate single right decisions (at which moral and legal 
discourses aim), and at his idea that the rationality of legal discourse is relative to 
the rationality oflegislation. In Alexy's view, these limitations require us to supple
ment the universal rules of discourse with specific legal rules and argument forms. 
In Habermas's opinion, however, Alexy does not explain adequately how what 
these rules and argument forms taken from actual legal practice can be justified 
from the perspective of communicative rationality. Habermas argues that Alexy's 
"special case thesis" has "the unpleasant consequence not only of relativizing the 
rightness of a legal decision, but of calling it into question as such" (Habermas 
1996,232). More specifically, Alexy's analysis, as Habermas reads it, loses sight 
of the deontological character of legal norms and decisions. 

Habermas conceives rational discourse as an abstract formulation of the con
ditions for the rationality of discourse on different kinds of action norms. Moral 
argumentation and legal-political discourse are both forms of rational discourse 
subject to the discourse principle (D). For various forms of legal discourse, such 
as democratic procedures in the area of legislation and court procedures, specific 
rules of procedure must compensate for the fact that moral discourse cannot 
guarantee an impartial and decisive solution (ibid., 234). In his view, procedural 
law does not regulate normative-legal discourse as such but "secures, in the tem
poral, social and substantive dimensions, the institutional framework that clears 
the way for processes of communication governed by the logic of application 
discourses".9 Codes of procedure define the bounds within which parties can deal 
with the law strategically. 

Because law and morality are both governed by discursive criteria of ration
ality, legal discourses can be conceived as rational discussions that are institution
alized through legal procedures and governed by the same principles of rational 
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discourse as other forms of practical discourse, including moral discourse. To 
establish what this claim exactly amounts to, I begin with the first side of the 
complementarity relation, explaining how the law can promote rational discourse 
(3.2). I then tum to the second side and explain the moral acceptability of law 
from the perspective of a rational discussion (3.3). 

3.2 Law as an institutionalization o/rational discourse 

The idea that law compensates for the cognitive indeterminacy of everyday moral 
discussion leads to the question of how the law can promote rational discussions 
that are also in accordance with the specific requirements of legal conflict-resolu
tion. 

Everyday moral discussions only partially meet the requirements of communi
cative rationality. Differences in power and competence often play an important 
role in such interactions. The participants typically have other motives than a 
cooperative search for the truth, and certain themes are excluded. Usually it is not 
clear how the discussion is organized and there are no fixed rules for opening, 
closing, and reopening it. The weaknesses of the incomplete procedural rationality 
of moral discourse make it understandable why specific matters require legal regu
lation and cannot be left to unstructured discussion. As Habermas (1988, 244) 
puts it, "Whatever the procedure by which we want to test whether a norm could 
find the uncoerced, that is, rationally motivated, consent of all who may possibly 
be affected, it guarantees neither the infallibility nor the unambiguity of the out
come, nor a result in due time". Further uncertainties arise in appropriately apply
ing highly abstract rules to complex situations in a context-sensitive way. 

In law, it is necessary that a decisive solution be guaranteed that still meets the 
requirements of communicative rationality as much as possible. Thus legal dis
course requires certain "institutional precautionary measures" to promote the neu
tralization of impediments to rational discussion. According to Habermas (ibid., 
245), "in all spheres of action where conflicts and pressures for regulation call for 
unambiguous, timely, and binding decisions, legal norms must absorb the contin
gencies that would emerge if matters were left to strictly moral guidance. The 
complementing of morality by coercive law can itself be morally justified". 

The law institutionalizes and restricts moral-practical discourse in four ways. 
First, discourse is limited methodically, because it is tied to the valid law of the 
country. Second, it is limited substantively, by the subjects that can be discussed 
and by the division of the burden of proof. Third, it is limited socially, by the 
conditions for participation and by the division of roles. And fourth, it is limited 
temporally, by the time limits imposed on proceedings (ibid., 247). 

The ways in which practical discussion is institutionalized in the law differ 
according to the different institutional contexts; for example, scholarly discourse 
within the legal academy, deliberations between lawyers and judges, and court-
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room proceedings all exhibit different discursive features. Moreover, important 
differences emerge between discourses concerned with the justification of legal 
norms as valid and discourses of application, which formulate singular judgments 
in light of norms that are already accepted as valid (see Habermas, 1998b). 

3.3 Norms for rational discourse as criteria for the rationality of legal discourse 

The other side of the complementary relation between law and moral discourse 
concerns the question of the rational acceptability of law as measured by stand
ards of rational discourse-moral, ethical-political, and so on. lfwe focus specifi
cally on the moral acceptability of law, then the question is whether legal proce
dures can foster outcomes that accord with the procedural implications of the 
moral principle (U) and its underlying pragmatic presuppositions (see 2.1 above). 

One such implication is that legal procedures be impartial. According to Habermas, 
in courtroom proceedings impartiality is guaranteed by the role of the judge as an 
impartial arbiter, by the principle of audi et altera partem (hearing both sides), by 
the rules for the division of the burden of proof, and by the judge's obligation to 
justify his decision. 

Another implication is that laws-particularly those that bear on basic ques
tions of justice--issue from a democratic process of deliberative decision-making 
governed by the idea ofthe free and equal participation of all citizens. According to 
Habermas, the requirement ofuniversalizability also applies to laws insofar as they 
contain rules and principles that are generally applicable. For such matters, the 
best way to determine that laws are acceptable is to require unhindered discus
sions on the issue, open to all concerned parties and oriented toward gaining a 
consensus (to the extent possible). For Habermas (1988, 243, 275), the projection 
of possible consensus on a law among all citizens (who are subject to the law) is 
a precondition for legitimacy. 

Habermas regards constitutional democracy as the form of government that 
best meets these requirements, even though actual democratic decision-making is 
not always based on discursively achieved rational consensus. Various factors can 
make the actual process less than ideal: decisions often involve compromise rather 
than argued agreement, many citizens fail to participate in political discussion, and 
judges justify their decisions poorly. However, he contends that the ideal of impar
tiality still obtains: the ways in which we criticize deficiencies in the legal process 
reveal the ideal ofimpartiality residing at the heart oflaw, even though actual legal 
practice does not always completely accord with this ideal. 

With respect to the ideal of rational consensus as formulated in the principles 
of communicative rationality-which includes not only moral but also ethical
political, pragmatic, and legal standards for rational discourse-we must distin
guish between discussions aimed at justifying norms as legally valid (the demo
cratic process of legislation) and discussions aimed at applying a given valid norm 
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in a given case Gudicial procedures). Drawing on work by Klaus Gunther (e.g., 
1989), Habermas insists that communicative rationality operates not only in the 
process of justifYing norms, but also in their application: "The legal procedures 
through which the impartiality of the administration of justice is supposed to be 
institutionalized must accord with this regulative idea of communicative rational
ity". In the context of justifying norms, discursive principles of communicative 
rationality "come into play through testing the universalizability of interests", 
whereas in application, communicative rationality sets standards of coherence for 
"an adequate and sufficiently complete comprehension of relevant contexts in the 
light of competing rules" (Habermas, 1988, 277). 

Notice that in Habermas's view, discourse theory provides formal as well as 
substantive criteria of rationality. In response to Honneth's criticism (1986) that 
Habermas's proceduralist model of rationality does not take into account substan
tive moral criteria of rationality, 10 Habermas (1986) argued that his discourse theory 
in fact contains two substantive moral principles: justice and solidarity. Justice 
implies equal respect and equal rights for all, solidarity implies empathy and care 
for the well-being of our fellow human beings. Habermas (1996, 118ff.) argues 
that the legitimacy of law depends on the respect for basic rights such as the right 
to equal individual liberties or freedom of action guaranteeing private autonomy 
and the right to equal participation in the processes of democratic will-formation in 
parliamentary democracy. Citizens can exercise their political autonomy by par
ticipating in democratic processes that result in legitimate law. I! 

To recapitulate, Habermas maintains that the ideal of communicative rationality 
provides both a heuristic instrument for reconstructing processes of legal deci
sion-making and a critical instrument for evaluating such decision-making proce
dures and their legal outcomes. Discursive idealizations can also guide the critical 
analysis of legislative processes and other complex decision-making procedures. 
By evaluating the practice of legal conflict-resolution from the perspective of dis
cursive idealizations, it becomes possible to determine the respects in which legal 
procedures approximate the conditions of rational discourse, and how they are 
distorted by external restrictions. For the practice of the application of law it is 
possible to investigate whether rules are violated in order to meet certain functional 
requirements, such as time limits. 

3.4 The complementarity thesis and research into legal argumentation 

Habermas's complementarity thesis implies that discursive principles of rationality 
govern both legal discourse and practical discourse in general, and that in legal 
contexts both forms of argumentation complement each other. This thesis offers 
interesting perspectives for argumentation theorists interested in the study ofinsti
tutional discourse. More specifically, Habermas's proposals offer an explanation 
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of why it makes sense to approach both general practical discourse and institu
tional legal discussions in parliaments and courtrooms as forms of rational dis
course that can be assessed from the perspective of communicative rationality. 

For argumentation theorists, the first side of the complementarity relation im
plies an investigation of the ways in which ideal procedures for rational discussion 
must be institutionalized for the sake of promoting solutions in accordance with 
rational ideals. The second side ofthe complementarity relation implies that theo
rists should study the ways in which procedures and rules for rational discourse 
provide standards for legal discourse and for the critique of argumentative prac
tices in political and legal discussions. 

4. Habermas's account of the rationality of legal discourse and a 
research program for legal argumentation theory 

In this penultimate section I sketch some implications of Habermas's model for 
research on legal discourse from the perspective of a theory of legal argumenta
tion-both its analysis and evaluation. More specifically, J examine implications of 
Habermas's thought for a research program inspired by the pragma-dialectical 
model of argumentation. As I hope to show, his analysis can provide the philo
sophical component for such a program. To motivate this claim, I sketch some 
further perspectives that Habermas opens up for research in legal argumentation. 

To see the implications of Haber mas's ideas for legal argumentation theory, we 
must first locate his claims in the context of the various components that consti
tute a research program in legal argumentation. Because he holds that a discourse 
theory should function as an analytical and critical tool for analyzing and evaluat
ing legal discourse, it is important to establish in which respects his theory, in its 
present form, can fulfill these functions. 

In their outline of a pragma-dialectical theory of argumentation, Frans H. van 
Eemeren and Rob Grootendorst (1992, 5-9) argue that in a normative argumenta
tion theory--one that proposes a normative ideal for analyzing and evaluating ar
gumentation-the normative component should form part of a multifaceted re
search program that links the normative ideal to actual argumentative practices. 
Specifically, such a research program should consist of a philosophical, a theoreti
cal, an analytical, an empirical, and a practical component. The philosophical and 
theoretical components represent the normative idealizations or criteria that inform 
the research, whereas the analytical, empirical, and practical components consti
tute the link between the normative ideal and research into actual forms of argu
mentation. 12 After taking up the philosophical and theoretical components (4.1), I 
turn to the analytical, empirical, and practical components (4.2). 
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4.1 The normative ideal of rational legal discourse: the philosophical and 
theoretical components 

In my opinion, Habermas's discourse theory and complementarity thesis can be 
considered elements of the philosophical component of a research program on 
legal argumentation. This component develops the philosophical ideal of rationality 
for a theory of legal argumentation. His theory of rational practical discourse pro
vides two general principles for rational consensus in moral discourse, (D) and 
(U). These principles represent an abstract formulation ofthe general prerequisites 
for rational moral discourse that also pertain to legal discourse. As Habennas (19841 
1987, 1 :26) admits, however, elaborating the import of these broad principles for 
the various levels of argumentation (product, procedure, and process) requires 
additional analysis. Moreover, the abstract principles (D) and (U) must be trans
lated into legal settings and the context-specific prerequisites and principles that 
govern rational legal discourse; in the process one would have to clarify the re
spects in which these various requirements apply in the same way in both moral 
and in legal contexts. 13 

For Habermas's ideas to serve as a philosophical foundation for a theory of 
legal argumentation, we must also establish the similarities and differences be
tween his ideal of rationality-with its pragmatic, dialectical, and critical presup
positions-and that of other approaches with pragmatic and dialectical starting 
points, such as the pragma-dialectical theory. In which respects does Habermas's 
consensual ideal differ from other ideals of rational dispute-resolution? How do the 
prerequisites of rational consensus that Habermas borrows from Alexy relate to 
the various kinds of preconditions for rational discourse as formulated in the pragma
dialectical theory?J4 How do the ideal of rationality and the prerequisites for general 
practical discussions relate to the context-specific standards that govern rational 
legal discussions? For example, how can the ideal of legal certainty be understood 
from the standpoint of discursive idealizations operative in legal contexts? 

In the theoretical component, one starts with the conception of rationality 
developed in the philosophical component and then attempts to show how the 
general ideal of rationality and the prerequisites of rational consensus in the legal 
sphere should be implemented as discussion rules for the resolution of legal dis
putes. 

With respect to the discussion procedure, one specifies the ideal model of 
rational legal discourse by describing the various stages required for the resolution 
of disputes in legal contexts. One must show, for various forms of legal discourse, 
which contributions should playa role in the resolution of conflicts, and one must 
specify the relevant rules that define the rights and obligations of participants. ls 

One must also, to put it in Habermas's terms, elaborate the ways in which rules of 
legal procedure can promote a timely, unambiguous, and final resolution. Habermas 
(1990, 91) makes a distinction between the rules of rational discourse and the 
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conventions that help to actualize the ideal content ofthe presuppositions of argu
mentation under empirical conditions. In my opinion, further study is required of 
the ways in which the legal rules institutionalize rational discourse, and of the 
precise status of rules that have a specifically legal character. 

As Habermas recognizes, legal procedures and substantive law impose me
thodical, substantive, social, and temporal limits on rational argumentation. Each 
type of limitation opens up a corresponding perspective for theoretical research. 
Thus the methodical limitations imposed by the legal framework call for closer 
study of how legal discourse is tied to the law of the land and what these ties 
mean. Substantive limitations on legal discourse raise questions regarding the mean
ing of limitations on subject matter and the various distinctions connected with 
different burdens of proof. The social perspective points toward research into the 
implications of conditions on participation and the regulations of participant roles. 
From the temporal perspective, one should study the ways in which rules of 
procedure limit the number of possible contributions and impose time constraints 
for the sake of reaching a final decision within a reasonable amount of time. 

As I have argued elsewhere (Feteris 1990; 1993), the pragma-dialectical ideal 
of rational discussion implies that legal procedures constitute a specific form of 
rational critical discussion. From this perspective, legal procedures provide addi
tional rules necessary for a rational resolution ofJegal disputes. Such rules supple
ment, amend, or restrict more general pragma-dialectical rules for contexts in 
which various higher-order conditions are not met. Like Habermas, who argues 
that in law certain institutional measures are required to neutralize certain internal 
and external influences so as to approximate discursive idealizations, I regard cer
tain legal rules and procedures as additional rules that are supposed to make it 
possible to resolve disputes rationally. This construal allows us to explain why 
certain procedural limitations with respect to the participants' behaviour are nec
essary. 

For various forms of legal discourse such as scholarly discussions, court pro
ceedings, and parliamentary debates, one must show how these implementations, 
additions, or restrictions can be justified in relation to the legal order as well as 
from the perspective of a rational discourse in the relevant legal context. Such 
questions refer to a broader issue than that of institutionalizing moral discourse: as 
already discussed above (2.2), the more general question concerns the means of 
promoting rational discourse and dispute-resolution in institutional contexts: do 
legal procedures indeed promote an impartial process of conflict resolution in 
accordance with the general requirements of a rational discussion? 

In this context, one of the central questions of legal theory is this; how are 
judges supposed to apply rules of substantive Jaw in their decisions and how 
should they justify those decisions? One cannot address these questions, which 
concern the rationality of application, simply in terms of the procedural rule that 
obliges judges to justify their decisions. As the literature in legal argumentation 
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theory on the justification of legal decisions shows, one must also confront ques
tions regarding the rationality of judicial justifications--questions concerning the 
normative implications of rational discourse theory for justifYing a judicial decision 
to apply a particular legal rule in a concrete case. These questions provide the 
central focal points in various theories of legal argumentation that approach the 
justification of a legal decision from the perspective of rational discourse (e.g., 
Aarnio, 1977; 1987; Alexy, 1989; MacCormick, 1978; Peczenik, 1983; 1989; Sum
mers, 1978; Wroblewski, 1992; for an overview, see Feteris, 1999a). 

Habermas's proposals provoke an important question concerning the relation 
between the legal and moral aspects of the arguments used in the justification of a 
legal decision. In traditional theories of legal argumentation, arguments based on 
legal rules and other acknowledged legal sources, and employing accepted forms 
of legal argumentation, are to be preferred above such legal sources as moral 
principles and interpretative methods based on the intentions of a rational legis la
tor. What consequences does Habermas's integration of moral criteria in the ideal 
of rational legal argumentation have for standards governing the employment of 
various forms of moral arguments in the context of a rational legal discussion? 

4.2 The link with actual legal discourses: analytical, empirical, and practical 
components 

To analyze and evaluate actual practices oflegal argumentation, the theory should 
be supplemented by an analytical component that specifies how actual processes 
of argumentation can be reconstructed in terms of the theory. Actual forms of 
legal argumentation should undergo some form of analytic interpretation in terms 
ofthe theoretical model. The central question is how legal discourse can be recon
structed in such a way that all those, and only those, aspects are highlighted that 
are relevant in view of the ideal model that determines the focus of attention (see 
van Eemeren and Grootendorst, 1992, 7). 

The "translation" of actual processes of legal decision-making (e.g., parlia
mentary discussions and court proceedings) in terms of a rational discussion is 
not always unproblematic. As I have shown in various publications (Feteris, 1991, 
2002, 2003), to apply the normative model to legal contexts one must translate 
legal procedures and legal forms of argumentation into the framework of proce
dures and argument-forms envisioned in the general theory. 

In the empirical component, one must describe how participants in actual legal 
discourse produce, identify, and evaluate legal argumentation; moreover, one should 
pinpoint the factors that influence the outcome of legal discussions. Among other 
questions, one must solve the problem of how to understand and justify the theo
retical analysis oflegal argumentation on the basis of knowledge of the rules and 
principles that guide actual argumentative processes. 

Relevant questions in this context include the following: Do the ways in which 
procedures are conducted and the ways in which judicial decisions are justified 
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meet the requirements of legal and moral-practical rationality? How can partici
pants in legal discourse act strategically within the boundaries specified by the 
procedural and substantive rules of law? An analysis and evaluation of actual legal 
discussions must show whether certain rules are violated in order to meet certain 
functional requirements and how procedural restrictions allow for strategic ma
noeuvring. 16 

For various forms of legal process, one can investigate the role of procedures 
and discursive norms. With respect to procedural rationality, one can examine 
whether, in legal fields in which moral points of view play an important role, 
idealized criteria of general acceptability are actually taken into account in proc
esses of legislation, and whether the procedures followed meet the ideal require
ments of practical rationality. With respect to substantive aspects of rationality, 
one can inquire into the kinds of arguments that can constitute an acceptable 
justification of a legal claim; one can also ask how these different kinds of argu
ment-political, legal, and moral---complement each other in the context of prac
tical discussions in the legal sphere. Does the combination of political, legal, and 
moral perspectives have consequences for the relevance and adequacy of various 
forms of arguments? 

Finally, in the practical component, one puts the philosophical, theoretical, ana
lytical, and empirical insights to use for developing methods for improving argu
mentative practice. Here one must examine possible ways of methodically increas
ing people's skills and abilities for the production of legal argumentative discourse 
as well as for its analysis and evaluation. 

5. Conclusion 

Habermas offers a philosophical justification for conceiving legal discourse as a 
form of rational discourse. Inasmuch as the latter involves moral modes of argu
mentation, legal discourse and moral-practical discourse are complementary, which 
implies that legal discourse is an institutionalized form of moral discourse and 
should therefore be evaluated, at least in part, from the perspective of the norma
tive idealizations that govern rational moral discussion. For argumentation theo
rists, this philosophical justification offers interesting perspectives for research on 
legal discourse. On the one hand, we can ask how legal procedures of conflict 
resolution institutionalize rational discussions. On the other hand, we can ask 
whether such legal procedures can sufficiently approximate discursive idealizations. 

Generally speaking, Habermas's views suggest two important lines of research 
for argumentation theorists interested in legal discourse as an institutionalized form 
of rational discussion. The first line of research would concentrate on the ways in 
which legal discussions must compensate for the limitations of everyday moral 
discussions. The second line would concentrate on the use of ideal models of 
discourse as a source of critical standards for the analysis and evaluation of the 
actual practice of legal discourse in various institutional settings. 
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To illustrate how research on the basis of Habermas's ideas could be carried 
out, I have situated his philosophical analysis in the framework of a research 
program in legal argumentation. Using the distinction among research components 
as developed in the pragma-dialectical approach, I have described a number of 
research-worthy questions that Habermas's complementarity thesis suggest for a 
pragma-dialectical research program focused on the relation between institutional
ized legal discourse and informal modes of discussion in everyday life. The further 
lines of lines of research opened up by such questions could contribute to a better 
understanding ofthe similarities and differences between general practical discus
sions in the moral sphere and discussions in the legal sphere. 

Notes 

I For further literature, see Rasmussen (1990), Rehg (1994), White (1995), Rehg's translator's 
introduction to Habermas (1996), and Rosenfeld and Arato (1998). 
2 The two books I mention in this paragraph are translations of Theorie des kommunikativen 
Handelns (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1981) and Faktizitdt und Geltung. 8eitrage zur 
Diskurstheorie des Rechts und des demokratischen Rechtsstaats (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 
1992). 
3 For a discussion of the concept of the "lifeworld", see Habermas (1987, 119-52; I 998a, ch. 4). 
4 Habermas's principle ofuniversalizability (U) can be considered a dialogical reformulation of 
Kant's categorical imperative. That anorm should be universally applicable is not determined by 
the individual but in a discursive testing with others; see Habermas (1990,67); also Chambers 
(1995, 236ft) and Rehg (1994,38). Consequently, Habermas (1990,66) regards (U) as a principle 
that precludes a monological approach: as a principle that regulates argumentation among a 
plurality of participants, (U) calls for an actual argumentative process to which all affected are 
admitted as participants. In this respect it differs from John Rawls's original position. For a 
comparison of Habermas's procedural theory with that of Rawls, see Baynes (1995, 207ft) and 
Moon (1995,143ft). 
l See Alexy (1989); Feteris (1999a) provides a complete description ofthe theory of Alexy; for a 
critical review of Alexy's rules, see Feteris (1992). 
6 Cf. Rehg (1994, 219, 222-223) who argues that the legitimacy of law must be measured against 
a range of idealizations in addition to the moral principle (U), for example the technical-pragmatic 
assessment of efficient means and strategies and the nondiscursive ideals of fair compromise 
formation. 
1 Rehg (1994, 218) characterizes Habermas's idea that the two types of discourse intertwine or 
interpenetrate as the "interpenetration thesis". On the one hand "the presence of the moral 
component lends legitimacy to the outcome produced by following definite institutionalized legal 
procedures", on the other hand "these legal procedures instantiate moral idealizations in some 
sense". This formulation, however, seems to equate the interpenetration and complementarity 
theses. Although the two are closely related, they highlight different aspects of the law-morality 
relation, that is, complementarity articulates the effect of interpenetration. 
~ See Habermas (1988,229-230). Habermas's thesis that legal procedures compensate for the 
shortcomings of practical discourse represents a shift from an earlier position he defended in a 
discussion with Luhmann (Habermas, 1971, 200ft). At that time he viewed institutionalized legal 
processes as a mode of strategic action that does not aim at reaching rational consensus. In 
criticizing this strategic model, Alexy (1981, 287-288) argued that legal processes represent a 
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specific fonn of a rational discussion that takes place under restricting circumstances. This 
criticism led Habennas (1984/1987, 1 :412 note 49) to change his original opinion: he now consid
ers legal processes as a fonn of communicative action. 
9 Habennas (1996, 235); to illustrate this point, he refers to the Gennan Code of Civil Procedure 
and Code of Criminal Procedure (ibid., 235-37). 
10 Bal (1996) levels a similar criticism, arguing that Habennas' s procedural theory lacks substan
tive moral starting points. 
11 Bal (1996) takes this thesis-that legitimate law depends on a system of basic rights-a step 
further when he argues that human rights can supply starting-points for practical-legal discourse; 
thus, the legitimacy oflaw resides in the minimal moral substance of human rights. According to 
Bal (ibid., 91), by taking human rights "seriously" in substantive debates on criminal law matters, 
one gains a moral counterbalance for predominantly instrumental criminal policies. 
12 See Feteris (I 999a, 203-204) for an outline of such a research program for legal argumentation. 
13 For a fonnulation of such principles for the legal context, see Aarnio, Alexy, and Peczenik 
(1981). 
14 For a comparison between the pragma-dialectical conditions for a rational discussion and the 
institutional modes of compensation for certain shortcomings in a legal context, see Feteris 
(1990), 
II For a description of the various stages of a critical discussion and the contributions that 
contribute to rational dispute-resolution, see van Eemeren and Grootendorst (1992). 
16 See Feteris (1999b) for a critical analysis of an actual criminal case from the perspective of a 
rational discussion. 
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